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Details of Visit:

Author: alan789
Location 2: Kingsway and Whitefield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 27.01.03 12pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hr plus
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Katrece
Website: http://www.katrece.com
Phone: 07708310101

The Premises:

sandys as been stated before.

The Lady:

tall, thin, dark hair. pretty,

The Story:

Well, went to sandys for a quick punt. I looked though the books on the lasdies and decided on two
of the four there to se.
first down of the two i would pick. Patrice entered and that was that.
This lady is a sex magnet. I was not feeling to well or up for it. Just wanted a lady to look at and
hold etc..
Patrice gave the best BBBJ, that i have ever had. Patrice was able to hold a conversation do the
job, very well. Patrice has this way of not giving a back rub, but licks and does other stuff that is so
much nicer and relaxing than the usual two min rub and fuck. I thought patrice wass about 26-29
years old, ahe is older than that but as we where saying that age is not important its the service.
Patrice gives as service that is friendly, fun ,good and relaxing.
Advice to anyone else how wants to see Patrice. Book for an hour because this is not a fuck and
run, its the whole nine yards. Good conversation and service that after ten or so minutes got me
asking for an extra 30 mins. I do not normally tip. But decided that patrice gave complete attention
to me. So I did give a tip.
I will book for the hour next time.
As for Sandys star rating.. I am not bothered What rating Patrice is, I am hooked.
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